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Abstract—In this paper, we present a technique for learning
seed-adaptive mutation strategies for fuzzers. The performance of
mutation-based fuzzers highly depends on the mutation strategy
that specifies the probability distribution of selecting mutation
methods. As a result, developing an effective mutation strategy
has received much attention recently, and program-adaptive
techniques, which observe the behavior of the target program
to learn the optimized mutation strategy per program, have
become a trending approach to achieve better performance. They,
however, still have a major limitation; they disregard the impacts
of different characteristics of seed inputs which can lead to
explore deeper program locations. To address this limitation, we
present SEAMFUZZ, a novel fuzzing technique that automatically
captures the characteristics of individual seed inputs and applies
different mutation strategies for different seed inputs. By captur-
ing the syntactic and semantic similarities between seed inputs,
SEAMFUZZ clusters them into proper groups and learns effective
mutation strategies tailored for each seed cluster by using the
customized Thompson sampling algorithm. Experimental results
show that SEAMFUZZ improves both the path-discovering and
bug-finding abilities of state-of-the-art fuzzers on real-world
programs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mutation-based greybox fuzzing is one of the most popular
techniques for finding software vulnerabilities [4], [31], [34],
[3], [14]. Without any prior knowledge on the target program,
greybox fuzzing can generate a huge number of test-cases
by repeating the following three steps: seed selection, seed
mutation, and execution. Taking as input a target program and
a seed corpus, it selects a seed input to be mutated, generates
test-cases by mutating the selected seed input in various
ways, and executes the target program with those generated
mutants. By repeating these steps, mutation-based fuzzers can
automatically test the target program with numerous different
test-cases in order to explore deeper program locations and
detect vulnerabilities.

The performance of greybox fuzzers heavily depends on
the mutation strategy. In general, mutation-based fuzzing
tools [49], [41], [34], [12] maintain a set of predefined muta-
tion methods that specify where to mutate and how to mutate.
These tools also have their own decision-making strategies
on selecting the mutation methods for test-case generation,
so-called mutation strategy. As test-cases are generated by
mutating the seed input, the mutation strategy is critical for
the performance of fuzzers and therefore many techniques
have been proposed to improve its effectiveness. AFL [49],
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for example, includes various types of mutation operators
(e.g., 1-bit flipping, addition with random value, and bytes
replacement) and selects them randomly to generate test-cases.
VUZZER [34] has two mutation methods, namely crossover
and mutation, and chooses them with a fixed probability.

Existing Approaches. Recently, program-adaptive muta-
tion strategies [28], [20], [46], [23], [6], [47] have been
spotlighted as state-of-the-art techniques for mutation-based
fuzzers. Even with significant effort on improving the mutation
strategy, existing program-agnostic fuzzers such as AFL [49],
HONGFUZZ [41], and VUZZER [34] only follow a fixed and
pre-defined probability distribution to select mutation methods
regardless of the target program, which potentially degrades
the overall fuzzing performance. The program-adaptive ap-
proach aims to overcome this limitation by learning a prob-
ability distribution of selecting mutation methods optimized
for each target program. Notably, MOPT [28] is the current
state-of-the-art technique that can adaptively find an optimal
mutation strategy during the fuzzing process by employing a
learning algorithm based on particle swarm optimization.

Those program-adaptive techniques, however, have a major
shortcoming; they aim to learn the effective mutation strategies
regarding to only the target program, yet disregard the impacts
of different characteristics of each seed input. Since the
program-adaptive approaches primarily observe the behaviors
triggered by the characteristics shared over the majority of seed
inputs, they often miss the individual characteristics of each
seed input which differ from the majority. These differences,
however, often play a key role in satisfying specific conditions
of the program to reach the deep-seated program locations.
Hence, capturing and maintaining the differences of each seed
input are inevitably important in fuzzing to penetrate deeper
program locations and find subtle bugs.

SEAMFUZZ. In this paper, we present SEAMFUZZ, a
grey-box fuzzer with a novel seed-adaptive mutation strategy.
Unlike the program-adaptive techniques such as MOPT [28],
SEAMFUZZ aims to capture individual characteristics of seed
inputs and apply different mutation strategies for different
seed inputs. The main technical challenge to achieve this goal
is how to effectively learn and maintain multiple probability
distributions that are associated with different seed inputs. In
this paper, we address this challenge with two algorithms:
a clustering algorithm and an online learning algorithm.
SEAMFUZZ clusters seed inputs into groups based on their



syntactic and semantic properties and learns online different
probability distribution of selecting mutation methods per seed
cluster by leveraging a variant of Thompson sampling [1]. The
learned probability distribution associated with each cluster is
used to sample effective mutation methods when mutating the
seed inputs that belong to the cluster.

The experimental results show that SEAMFUZZ significantly
improves the performance of existing state-of-the-art mutation-
based fuzzers, AFL++ [12] and MOPT [28]. We have im-
plemented SEAMFUZZ and evaluated its effectiveness on 14
real-world programs with a total size of 6.8 millions of lines
of code in comparison with AFL++ and MOPT. On bug-
detection ability, SEAMFUZZ successfully found 27 unique
bugs with crash types and states which AFL++ and MOPT
totally failed to detect, and generated 56.4% and 57.1% more
crash inputs compared to AFL++ and MOPT on average,
respectively. In terms of branch coverage, SEAMFUZZ covered
5.6% and 7.7% more branches than AFL++ and MOPT,
respectively, on average. The experimental results also show
that our clustering algorithm for assigning each seed to proper
groups and our variant of Thompson sampling for learning
effective mutation strategy are essential for enhancing the
overall performance of fuzzer.

Contributions. We summarize our contributions below:
• We present a new seed-adaptive approach for mutation-

based fuzzing. To our knowledge, SEAMFUZZ is the first
work that raises the need for the transition from the
program-adaptive approaches [28], [20], [46], [23], [6] to
seed-adaptive approaches for selecting effective mutation
methods.

• We present an effective algorithm for learning seed-
adaptive mutation strategies. The key idea is to cluster the
seed inputs into proper groups based on syntactic/seman-
tic characteristics and learn different probability distribu-
tions of selecting mutation methods for each seed cluster
by customizing the Thompson sampling algorithm.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of SEAMFUZZ by eval-
uating it on 14 programs and comparing its performance
with the current state-of-the-art program-adaptive fuzzer.
We make our tool, SEAMFUZZ, open-sourced and all the
benchmarks publicly available.1

II. PRELIMINARIES

We provide background necessary to develop our technique.

A. Mutation-based Fuzzing

In general, mutation-based greybox fuzzers are comprised
of the three components as shown in Figure 1: selection,
mutation, and execution. The first two components, seed
selection and seed mutation, especially have major impacts
on the performance of fuzzing. Hence, each mutation-based
greybox fuzzer has its own strategies for them, namely seed
selection strategy and seed mutation strategy, to maximize its
performance.

1SEAMFUZZ: https://github.com/kupl/SeamFuzz-public
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Fig. 1. Workflow of Mutation-based Greybox Fuzzer

Algorithm 1 Mutation-based Greybox Fuzzing
Input: Program pgm , seed input corpus I .
Output: path coverage Cover(I ), crashing input corpus Crash
1: procedure AFL(pgm, I )
2: Crash ← ∅
3: repeat
4: s ← SELECTSEED(I )
5: for i = 1 to n do
6: M ← SAMPLE(Pr ) ▷ M = ⟨(op0, loc0), ..., (opk, lock)⟩
7: s′ ← MUTATE(s,M )
8: (I ,Crash)← EXECUTE(pgm, s′, I ,Crash)

9: until timeout reached
10: return (Cover(I ),Crash)

A seed selection strategy determines how to select a seed in-
put to mutate [4], [26], [35], [14]. Generally, a mutation-based
fuzzer maintains a seed corpus which can be accumulated
with newly generated test-cases at runtime, and selects a seed
input to mutate from the corpus. These processes are based on
specific criteria defined by each mutation-based fuzzing tool,
namely seed selection strategy.

A seed mutation strategy decides how to mutate the selected
seed input for test-case generation [28], [20], [46], [23], [6]. In
general, mutation-based greybox fuzzer has a set of predefined
mutation methods; each mutation method consists of the
operator (op) and the location (loc) that specify how to mutate
and where to mutate, respectively. During the mutation step, a
mutation-based greybox fuzzer selects mutation methods by
following a certain probability distribution of choosing the
mutation methods. AFL, for example, maintains 11 types of
mutation operators (e.g., flipping bit, arithmetic increments,
block manipulation) and selects them by following the uniform
probability distribution; for the mutation location, it basically
selects random bytes of the given seed input.

B. Seed Mutation

Let us delve into more details on the mutation strategy of
AFL, which both MOPT [28] and SEAMFUZZ build upon.
AFL first selects a seed input s to mutate from the seed
input corpus I at line 4 in Algorithm 1. Then, at line 5 in
Algorithm 1, AFL randomly decides the number n of test-
cases to generate before starting test-case generation. The
typical value for n in practice ranges between 16 and 65,536
(see AFL [49] for details). As the first step in the loop for
test-case generation, it formulates a vector (M ) of mutation
methods in which an element (m = (op, loc)) specifies
how to mutate (op) and where to mutate (loc). AFL selects
each mutation method (m) of M by following the uniform
probability distribution (denoted Pr ).

After formulating M , AFL mutates the seed input s by
applying each mutation method in M sequentially to seed
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input s . For example, let us assume that the seed input s has
the size of 2 bytes (16 bits) and M is as follows:

s = “0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1”,
M = ⟨(flip1bit, 1), (flip2bits, 10)⟩

(1)

where the seed input s is expressed as a string of bits and
each element of M represents the selected mutation method
m (i.e., a pair of op and loc). With this M , AFL flips the first
bit of s (i.e., 0 to 1) and the consecutive two bits from the
10-th position (i.e., 10 to 01) to generate a new test-case s ′

(“1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1”).

Using the newly generated test-case s ′ as an input, AFL
executes the target program pgm as shown at line 8 in
Algorithm 1. s ′ is accumulated to the seed input corpus I
if it covers a new execution path or makes a program crash.
In this paper, we refer to these test-cases as interesting test-
cases. AFL repeats these steps until it generates and tests n
test-cases. Undoubtedly, the methodology for formulating the
mutation methods M , the mutation strategy, greatly affects the
performance of fuzzing tools.

Limitation. Traditional program-agnostic fuzzers such as
AFL totally rely on the randomness of selecting mutation
methods for test-case generation, which is a major shortcom-
ing preventing optimal performance. It is well-known that
AFL can generate enormous number of test-cases within a
reasonable time (e.g., 96 millions of test-cases generated in 3
days) for any types of testing program. It, however, shows low
efficiency of generating meaningful test-cases, which lead to
unexplored program locations, due to its inherent randomness.

In order to improve the efficiency and the performance
of mutation-based fuzzers, the program-adaptive approaches,
notably MOPT [28], have become a trending approach, which
aims to control the probability distribution for selecting muta-
tion methods with respect to the target program. However,
they tune the mutation strategy with respect to only the
testing program, missing the opportunity of leveraging the
different characteristics of distinct seed inputs. We experi-
mentally observed that some seed inputs can be effectively
mutated for penetrating into deeper program locations or
triggering program crashes if it follows a certain probability
distribution far from the one learned on a target program.
This observation motivated us to develop a new technique
which automatically applies the proper probability distribution
of choosing mutation methods to different seed inputs.

Algorithm 2 SEAMFUZZ
Input: Program pgm , seed input corpus I .
Output: path coverage Cover(I ), crashing input corpus Crash
1: procedure SEAMFUZZ(pgm, I )
2: Crash ← ∅
3: G ← ∅ ▷ information for seed groups
4: repeat
5: s ← SELECTSEED(I )
6:
7: g ← CLUSTER(s,G) ▷ g = (sid,S ,Pid,Dg,Db)
8: G ← G\{g}
9:

10: for i = 1 to n do
11: P← sample from {Pid,Pr} with prob = [ϵ, 1− ϵ]
12: M ← SAMPLE(P) ▷ M = ⟨(op0, loc0), ..., (opk, lock)⟩
13: s′ ← MUTATE(s,M )
14: (I ,Crash, g)← EXECUTE(pgm, s′, g)

15: g ′ ← LEARN(g)
16: G ← G ∪ {g ′}
17: until timeout reached
18: return (Cover(I ),Crash)

III. OUR TECHNIQUE

In this section, we present our technique for automati-
cally learning optimized probability distributions of choosing
effective mutation methods regarding to each seed input.
A naive approach to achieve this goal would be to learn
probability distributions for all seed inputs individually. In
practice, however, this simple approach is not appropriate to
test real-world programs as we demonstrate in Section IV-D.
This is because the number of seed inputs maintained during
fuzzing is typically tens of thousands, so there is little chance
that the individual probabilities learned for each input are re-
used. To address this challenge, our algorithm comprises of
two key components: seed cluster and probability learner.

A. Overview of SEAMFUZZ

Let us first briefly explain how our approach works. Figure 2
illustrates the workflow of SEAMFUZZ. SEAMFUZZ comprises
two more phases compared to the traditional mutation-based
fuzzing tool: (1) seed cluster which clusters the seed input into
the seed group with the similar characteristics (Section III-B)
and (2) probability learner that learns the probability dis-
tribution of selecting effective mutation methods tailored for
each seed group (Section III-C).

Overall Algorithm. We now explain how SEAMFUZZ
works by following Algorithm 2 step by step. SEAMFUZZ
first initializes the set Crash of error-triggering inputs and the
set G of seed group information to empty sets at lines 2–
3 of Algorithm 2. Then, SEAMFUZZ selects a seed input s
from seed input corpus I . At line 7, the function CLUSTER
identifies the seed group to which the selected seed input s
belongs, and returns the corresponding group g , a quintuple
(sid,S ,Pid,Dg,Db). Each component in a quintuple will be
discussed in Section III-B and Section III-C. Before sam-
pling mutation methods for a test-case generation, SEAMFUZZ
determines whether to follow the learned probability Pid

(exploit) or the random probability Pr (explore) at line 11.
Since the balance between exploitation and exploration affects



greatly on the performance, we, based on trial and error, set
the probability for exploitation and exploration to be 70%
and 30%, respectively (i.e., the value of ϵ at line 11 is 0.7).
SEAMFUZZ follows the selected probability distribution P to
select the effective mutation methods M for mutating the seed
input s at line 12, and then it executes the program pgm with
the new test-case s ′ generated by M . For each test-case execu-
tion at line 14, SEAMFUZZ accumulates the useful data, where
the data is later used to update the probability distribution Pid

optimized for the seed group g in the LEARN function at line
15. By the iterative interaction between CLUSTER and LEARN,
SEAMFUZZ is able to learn the sampling probability to choose
useful mutation methods optimized for the seed group.

B. Seed Cluster
Given a seed input s and a set G of seed groups, the goal

of seed cluster is to cluster the selected seed input s into
the appropriate seed group with the similar characteristics. To
achieve this goal, we define similarity score, denoted scoresim,
and function CLUSTER; the similarity score indicates how
close a seed input to a seed group, and the CLUSTER function
groups the seed input to the seed group based on the score. To
compute the similarity score, we first explain the concept of
two similarities: semantic similarity and syntactic similarity.

Semantic Similarity. Semantic similarity Simsem describes
how similar the seed input behaves to the seed group. More
precisely, it depicts the similarity with respect to the execution
paths covered by a seed input and a seed group; the more
identical covered execution paths, the more similar they are.

In our approach, we express the covered execution path
information as a set of covered transitions between two basic
blocks, where two transitions with the same basic blocks but
different direction are the distinct elements (i.e., (a → b) ̸=
(b → a)). Note that the semantic similarity can be computed
from other types of execution path information (e.g., branch
coverage). As a seed group contains multiple seed inputs,
we define the general semantic behaviour of a seed group
by computing the set Covall of all execution path transitions
covered by seed inputs in a single seed group. Given a seed
group g , let S be the set of seed inputs associated with g (i.e.,
g = ( ,S , , , )). The coverage set Covall for a seed group
g is defined as follows:

Covall(S ) =
⋃
s∈S

Cov(s) (2)

where Cov(s) denotes the set of path transitions covered by
the seed input s . The semantic similarity Simsem of a seed
input s to a seed group g is then computed as follows:

Simsem(s, g) =
|Cov(s)

⋂
Covall (S)|

|Covall (S)| (3)

Intuitively, the semantic similarity is the ratio of the path
transitions, which both given seed input s and a set of seed
inputs S cover in common, to the ones covered by the set S .

For example, let us assume each set of covered path
transitions by s and S is as follows:

Cov(s) = {A,B ,D ,Z},Covall(S) = {A,B ,C ,E ,F ,K ,T ,S}

where the capital letters are the symbols for representing each
unique transition. We use the capital letters to represent each
unique path transition in this paper. Since the two sets have
two path transitions (A and B) in common and the size of
Covall(S ) is 8, the semantic similarity Simsem(s, g) is 0.25.

Syntactic Similarity. Syntactic similarity Simsyn depicts
how a seed input is syntactically similar to a seed group.
To calculate syntactic similarities between a seed input and
a seed group, we consider a seed input s as a bit string with
a size of N bits (s ∈ {0 , 1}N ), and define a representative
seed input sid of a seed group for the syntactic characteristics
of the seed group. The representative seed input is the one
reaching rarely covered path transitions (Covrare ) the most
among the seed inputs in the set S , where its role is to
depict the syntactical characteristics guiding toward the rarely
explored transitions. The set Covrare will be discussed in more
detail in Section III-C.

Given two seed inputs s and sid with sizes of N , we compute
the syntactic similarity Simsyn(s, g) as follows:

Simsyn(s, g) =
|µ(s,sid)|

N , g = (sid, , , , ),
µ(s, s ′) = {0 ≤ i < N | s[i ] = s ′[i ] }. (4)

where µ(s, sid) is the set of i-th bit positions with the same
value in each seed input, and s[i ] indicates the value of the
i-th bit of the seed input s .

Like the semantic similarity, the syntactic similarity Simsyn

between two seed inputs represents the ratio of the number of
the same bit values at the same positions in two seed inputs
to the total number of bits in the seed input. If the lengths of
the two seed inputs are different, we consider the shorter seed
input additionally has the number of different bits as much as
the difference in the length; that is, the N always becomes the
size of the seed input with longer length.

For example, let us consider three seed inputs as follows:

s = “0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1”,
s ′ = “0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1” (5)

where the bold bits represent the different values at the same
positions. The syntactic similarity between s and s ′ is 0.7 as
only three bits are different and the value of N is 10.

Besides two similarities described above, we additionally
compute the rareness similarity (Simrare) for each pair of
a seed input and a seed group. The rareness similarity is
based on the expectation that the mutation starting from the
rarely explored execution transitions would be likely to lead
to unexplored deeper program locations.

Hence, we compute an additional score in a case when the
seed input covers the infrequently explored transitions which
are also covered by the seed group (i.e. Covgrouprare (s, g)).

Covgrouprare (s, g) = {path ∈ Cov rare |path ∈ Covall({s} ∪ S )}
(6)

With the computed set of rarely-explored transitions covered
by both the seed group and the seed input, we calculate the



rareness similarity Simrare(s, g) as follows:

Simrare(s, g) =

∑
path∈Cov

group
rare (s,g)

1/hit(path)∑
path∈Covrare

1/hit(path)
(7)

where hit(path) represents the number of hit counts for the
execution path. Intuitively, Simrare assigns more scores to the
given seed input s if it covers more rarely-explored transitions.
Unlike the other two similarities, Simrare has no huge impact
on clustering or not, yet it is still useful to identify the most
similar seed group when the seed groups have no significance
difference between them.

Similarity Score. After obtaining the three different sim-
ilarities (i.e., syntactic, semantic and rareness), CLUSTER
computes the similarity score (scoresim) between a seed input
and each seed group, and determines where the given seed
input will belong. Formally, the CLUSTER function is defined
as:

CLUSTER(s,G) =

{
argmax

g∈G
(scoresim(s, g)) if (dmax ≥ γ)

(s, {s},Pr , ∅, ∅) otherwise
(8)

where dmax represents the highest one among all computed
similarity scores, and argmax function returns the seed group
having the score dmax. We obtain the similarity score scoresim
by using the following equations:

scoresim(s, g) = Sim(s, g) + Simrare(s, g),
Sim(s, g) = α× Simsem(s, g) + (1 − α)× Simsyn(s, g)

(9)
where the hyper-parameter α mirrors the importance factor
of semantic similarity. With trial and error, we set the value
of α as 0.9 for our experiments; we demonstrate how the
performance of SEAMFUZZ changes with diverse values of α
in Section IV-D.

The CLUSTER function calculates the similarity score be-
tween a seed input s to each seed group, and returns a
seed group with updated set of seed inputs when the highest
similarity score dmax exceeds the value of γ. If the seed input s
is not affiliated to any existing seed groups (i.e., dmax is under
the value of γ), CLUSTER function organizes a new seed group
by initializing the group with the representative seed input
s . In this case, we initialize Pid to be uniformly distributed
(Pr ) as there exists no learned probability distribution for a
newly generated group; all group probability distribution Pid

starts with a dumb behaviour (i.e., a random probability) and
becomes smarter as the learning proceeds.

C. Probability Learner
Now, we describe our probability learner which learns

probability distributions of selecting effective mutation meth-
ods with respect to each seed group.

Sampling Space. Before describing our learning algorithm,
we first define a sampling space for selecting the mutation
method m that specifies where to mutate (loc) and how to
mutate (op). Intuitively, how to mutate is directly related to
the mutation operators which are generally predefined, and

therefore, the sampling space for choosing mutation operator
can be easily determined. The mutation location, however, is
unfixed and determined by the given seed inputs of which
sizes are diverse, which makes it difficult to define the certain
sampling space of choosing mutation location.

To concretely fix the sampling space of choosing loc, we
partition the length of the seed inputs by the value of p and
make the size of the sampling space for loc to p regardless
of the seed inputs. By partitioning the space, we could reduce
the sampling space to select where to mutate (loc) from the
undefined sizes to the concretely determined size (p). Once our
mutation strategy selects a certain mutation partition, it then
randomly selects the location within the selected partition. For
example, let us assume the value of p is 10, which we also
used in our experiments. Given a seed input with size of 40
bits, the size of each partition is 4 bits (e.g., 40 / 10 = 4). If
we select 4-th partition by following the learned probability
distribution, our seed mutator will randomly select the loc from
13-th bit to 16-th bit which are contained in the 4-th partition
of the given seed input.

Thompson Sampling. To learn which mutation methods
are effective for better performance, we first note that our
problem is naturally expressed as the Multi-Armed Bandit
(MAB) problem. The MAB problem assumes N slot machines
(bandits), and its goal is to achieve the maximized rewards
from them. In each round, we select a bandit to play, and
gain rewards by following the probability distribution rigged
for each bandit. Intuitively, in our problem setting, each
bandit corresponds to each mutation operator op and mutation
partition p; in fuzzing technique, the reward may correspond
to finding new execution paths or new crash inputs.

Now, the goal of our approach becomes to find the most
profitable bandits (i.e., effective mutation methods) to achieve
the maximized rewards, where k-th bandit has a probability
θk of success for the payout reward. To achieve this goal, we
employed the Thompson sampling algorithm [1], which is a
well-known solution for the classic MAB problem. Thompson
sampling builds up a probability model from the observed
rewards, and samples the expected value of each bandit from
the corresponding model to choose the bandit for the next
round. Intuitively, the more rewards we observe for a particular
bandit, the more likely we will be to pick that bandit for the
next round as the expected value would be the highest among
others. If a certain bandit has low probability of success, the
probability to select such bandit gets lower as more data is
observed.

Our Learning Algorithm. Based on Thompson sampling,
we define the probability Pop

i of selecting i-th mutation
operator as follows:

Pop
i =

θ̂op
i∑

0≤k<|V op|
θ̂op
k

, θ̂opi ∼ beta(V op
g [i],V op

b [i]), (10)

where θ̂opi represents the expected reward of i-th bandit (i-
th mutation operator) sampled from the Beta distribution



beta(V op
g [i],V op

b [i]). |V op| represents the number of muta-
tion operators used for mutant generation. A vector V op

g [i]
represents the number of times the i-th mutation operator
selected to generate success cases (e.g., interesting test-cases)
while V op

b [i] is for failure cases. Intuitively, we build a
probability distribution for mutant operators with sampled
expected rewards, which is more likely to choose operators
with higher expected rewards. A probability distribution for
selecting mutation partition Pp is obtained in a similar way.

It, however, is problematic to apply the generic Thompson
sampling algorithm in our problem setting. Especially, if we
naively define the success and failure cases, we could not learn
the probability distribution for selecting effective mutation
methods. The easiest way to define the success and failure
in fuzzing technique is whether the generated test-case is an
interesting input; otherwise, we consider the case as a failure.

Unfortunately, this simple classification would lead to an
undesirable case in which the probability distribution for
selecting effective mutation methods becomes uniformly dis-
tributed due to the low efficiency of general grey-box fuzzing
techniques [28] as experimentally shown in Section IV-E.
More precisely, as the ratio of the number of interesting test-
cases (success) to that of uninteresting test-cases (failure)
is typically under 0.001%, the likelihood probabilities for
all bandit would be also under 0.001. Therefore, the prob-
ability distribution for selecting mutation methods becomes
uniformly distributed, simulating random sampling. To address
this problem, we introduce a specialized classification criteria
for success and failure cases.

Classification Criteria. As we already discussed, the naive
classification following the metrics of fuzzing technique is too
strict for being success and too loose for being failure. Hence,
to lower the hurdles for success and to raise the criteria for
failure, we further define the following two conditions:

1) s ′ covers at least one path transition in the Covrare ,
2) s ′ covers over 80% path transitions in the Covcommon .

To be a success case, s ′ needs to satisfy either being interesting
or the first condition above. Just being an uninteresting test
case is not enough to be a failure case, the second condition
must be met. With these two additional conditions, we could
raise the number of success and lower the number of failure
to properly enjoy the benefits of the Thompson sampling
algorithm in our problem setting.

We now define the two sets Covrare and Covcommon of
transitions of basic blocks, which are the sets of the rarely-
covered and common-covered transitions, respectively. More
precisely, we maintain a hit count table for each path transition.
This hit count table is updated whenever the program pgm is
executed with the generated test-cases. Using this hit count
information in ascending order, we build up the two sets
Covrare and Covcommon with the top-10% and bottom-30%,
which we experimentally set the values for the percentage.
These two sets are computed to reflect the latest path coverage
information right before CLUSTER function identifies the seed
group (line 7 in Algorithm 2).

Based on the classification criteria above, we update our
learning data Dg and Db. Primarily, the learning data D is a
pair of two vectors, mutation operator data (V op) and mutation
partition data (V p); i-th element of each vector represents the
number of times the i-th mutation operator and partition are
selected, respectively. On a basis of the learning data D , Dg

is a good learning data to accumulate the number of mutation
methods used when they are contributed to generate success
test-cases while Db is for failure test-cases.

For example, let us assume that the Covrare , Covcommon

and the covered path transitions of two seed inputs (s1 and
s2 ) are obtained as follows:

Covtotal = {A,B,C,D,E,G, V,W,X, Y, Z},
Covrare = {A,B,C}, Covcommon = {V,W,X, Y, Z}
Cov(s1 ) = {C ,X ,Y ,Z},Cov(s2 ) = {D ,E ,G ,V },

(11)
where Covtotal is the set of path transitions covered so far.
In this example, both s1 and s2 are not interesting test-cases
as they failed to cover a new execution path. s1 , however, is
considered as a success case as it satisfies the first condition,
and we update the good learning data Dg with the used
mutation methods to generate s1 . For s2 , we do not update
either Dg or Db since it is not a success and fails to satisfy any
of the conditions. Note that if we naively classify the generated
test-cases by just checking whether they are interesting or not,
both seed inputs would be considered as failure cases.

When comparing the number of interesting test-cases gen-
erated in the early and later stage, it is obvious that finding
such inputs gets more difficult as the time goes by. In other
words, the success rewards earned in the later stage should be
relatively better than the one in the early stages, as the success
rate is lower in the later stages. We, therefore, gradually
increase the rewards to give more profits on the later successes
as the fuzzing progresses. We experimentally set the increasing
value for reward of success by 10 in every 1 hour, and this
will be discussed in Section IV-E.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the effectiveness
of SEAMFUZZ. We conducted our evaluation to answer the
following four research questions.

• Effectiveness of SEAMFUZZ: How effectively can our
technique improve the performance of fuzzing technique
in terms of branch coverage and crash input generation?
How does it perform compared to the existing state-of-the
art program-adaptive fuzzing technique?

• Bug-finding ability: Can our approach find unique bugs
that the existing techniques fail to detect?

• Efficacy of seed clustering: How does the different
granularity of seed clustering affect the performance of
fuzzers? How does performance change depending on the
different criteria for seed clustering?

• Effectiveness of learning algorithm: Is our customized
Thompson sampling algorithm essential for improving
the performance of our approach? How does the hyper-



TABLE I
BENCHMARK PROGRAMS (AS OF AUGUST 22TH, 2022).

Programs LoC Source Programs LoC Source
objdump-2.37 1,654K [28] php-parser 1,500K [17], [30]
arrow-6.0.1 959K [30] openssl 695K [17], [30]
libxml2 451K [17], [30] sqlite3 319K [17], [30]
proj4-9.0.0 279K [30] grok-9.7.1 240K [30]
poppler 196K [30] libarchive 164K [30]
zstd 107K [30] infotocap-6.2 83K [28]
libpng 76K [30] podofopdfinfo 62K [28]

parameters used in learning algorithm affect on the per-
formance of SEAMFUZZ?

A. Evaluation Setting

For evaluation, we used FUZZBENCH [30], a fuzzer bench-
marking framework with diverse metrics. We set all parameter
values used in FUZZBENCH to their default values, and used
the running script file provided by FUZZBENCH. We imple-
mented our technique SEAMFUZZ on top of AFL++ [12],
and compared it with two different mutation-based greybox
fuzzers AFL++ and AFL++MOPT. AFL++MOPT is MOPT [28]
built on top of AFL++. All three fuzzers we evaluated are
based on AFL++ with the version 3.15a. We evaluated each
benchmark program during 24 hours with 20 trials to alleviate
the influence of the inherent randomness of fuzzing techniques,
and reported the average results. All experiments were done on
a machine running Ubuntu 20.04 with 64 CPUs and 256GB
memory, powered by AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3990X 64-
Core Processor.

Benchmarks. Table I shows the benchmark programs and
the sources from which we collected the benchmarks. To avoid
biasing the evaluation results to a certain benchmark suite, we
referred three different sources which were used in the state-
of-the-art techniques [44], [12], [28], [46]: FUZZBENCH [30],
MAGMA [17], and MOPT [28]. More precisely, we collected
14 programs from a total of 47 programs (13 programs
from MOPT, 9 programs from MAGMA and 25 bug-labeled
programs from FUZZBENCH).

We used the subset of the programs from those three
benchmark sources because evaluating all benchmark pro-
grams is very expensive in our evaluation setup. For example,
evaluating 14 programs in Table 2 already requires 20,160
hours (24 hours * 20 trials * 14 benchmarks * 3 fuzzers) to
complete on a single core. We therefore selected the largest
14 programs among the programs which ran correctly in
our evaluation environment. We used the initial seed inputs
which the benchmark sources provided for the corresponding
benchmark program.

B. Effectiveness of SEAMFUZZ

Table II shows that SEAMFUZZ outperforms two baselines
in terms of the number of covered branches and and found
crash inputs. In summary, SEAMFUZZ, on average, covered
5.6% and 7.7% more branches than AFL++ and AFL++MOPT,
respectively. In terms of crash input generation capability,
SEAMFUZZ succeeded to generate 56.4% and 57.1% more

crash inputs than AFL++ and AFL++MOPT. Considering each
benchmark program, SEAMFUZZ could cover up to 15.9%
more branches (e.g., objdump) and up to 233.3% more crash
inputs (e.g., php-parser) than AFL++.

As shown in Table II, SEAMFUZZ generally achieves
the highest number of covered branches. For example, on
objdump, SEAMFUZZ succeeded in covering 5,759 branches
while AFL++ and AFL++MOPT only covered 4,969 and
4,663 branches, respectively. On php-parser, however,
AFL++MOPT shows the best performance in terms of the
number of covered branches; yet, SEAMFUZZ could still
generate about twice more crash inputs than AFL++MOPT. For
some programs (e.g., openssl), the performance gains of
SEAMFUZZ and AFL++MOPT versus AFL++ are small. We
investigated those cases and found that the number of covered
branches on those benchmark programs tends to converge to
the maximized performance by each fuzzing tool. For example,
on the program openssl, all fuzzers reached 5,800 branches
within 3 hours, where the coverage gains for the rest 18 hours
are under 1%.

By computing the Mann-Whitney-p-values provided by
FUZZBENCH, we observed that the p-values of SEAMFUZZ
against AFL++ and AFL++MOPT were less than 0.05 for
12 benchmarks, which we could conclude that our results
were statistically significant at α = 0.05 on those benchmark
programs. The exceptional cases were some benchmark
programs (e.g., grok), where the differences in the number
of covered branches between SEAMFUZZ and other fuzzers
were small. Also, SEAMFUZZ generally shows the smallest
value of the standard deviations compared to other baselines.
On the largest 3 programs, for example, the standard deviations
for each fuzzer are as follows: (1)AFL++: objdump(1,138),
php-parser(62), arrow(42); (2)AFL++MOPT:
objdump(992), php-parser(27), arrow(51);
(3)SEAMFUZZ: objdump(487), php-parser(33),
arrow(39).

Table II also shows that our approach enhances the crash
input generation ability. For example, on proj4, SEAMFUZZ
generated 37.4 crash inputs on average while AFL++ and
AFL++ generated 15.6 and 21.3 crash inputs, respectively.
Moreover,SEAMFUZZ could generate significantly more crash
inputs than the other fuzzers even with small increments of
branch coverage. For example, on php-parser, SEAMFUZZ
generated 233.3% more crash inputs than AFL++ while the
gain in the number of covered branches was only 0.4%.

The interesting point is that AFL++ showed generally better
performance than AFL++MOPT in terms of branch coverage.
Contrary to the expectation that the program-adaptive ap-
proach, MOPT, will always outperform the random approach,
the AFL++MOPT experimentally showed less performance in
branch coverage than AFL++ [12], [29]. For example, on
all 14 programs, AFL++MOPT achieved 1.9% less branch
coverage and generated 0.4% less crash inputs than AFL++.
In bug-finding ability, however, AFL++MOPT showed its better
performance as it detected 87 unique bugs while AFL++
detected 85 bugs as shown in Figure 3.



TABLE II
THE AVERAGE RESULTS FOR 20 TRIALS ON 14 PROGRAMS IN 24 HOURS. LOC: THE NUMBER OF LINES OF CODE FOR ALL SOURCE CODES IN EACH

BENCHMARK PROJECT. Cover: THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF COVERED BRANCHES. Crash : THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF CRASH INPUTS. RCov : THE RATIO
OF THE NUMBER OF COVERED BRANCHES RELATIVE TO AFL++. RCrash : THE RATIO OF THE NUMBER OF CRASH INPUTS RELATIVE TO AFL++.

Program LoC AFL++ [12] AFL++MOPT [28] SEAMFUZZ
Cover Crash Cover Crash RCov RCrash Cover Crash RCov RCrash

objdump 1,653,733 4,969 74.6 4,663 102.6 -6.2% 37.5% 5,759 146.8 15.9% 96.8%
php-parser 1,500,422 17,010 0.6 17,161 0.9 0.9% 50% 17,072 2.0 0.4% 233.3%
arrow 958,895 2,430 101.3 2,454 111.8 1.0% 10.4% 2,466 101.7 1.5% 0.4%
openssl 695,059 5,831 0 5,832 0 0% 0% 5,843 0 0.2% 0%
libxml2 450,545 7,608 113.1 6,698 47.8 -12.0% -57.7% 7,888 176.5 3.7% 56.1%
sqlite3 318,961 11,581 0 11,222 0 -3.1% 0% 12,259 0 5.9% 0%
proj4 279,128 2,572 15.6 2,292 21.3 -10.9% 36.5% 2,658 37.4 3.4% 139.7%
grok 240,034 5,234 0.0 5,315 0 1.5% NaN 5,360 21.3 2.4% NaN
poppler 195,849 17,436 16.4 18,084 27.6 3.7% 68.3% 19,588 28.2 12.3% 72.0%
libarchive 164,242 4,781 0.2 4,203 0.3 -12.1% 33.3% 5,262 0.5 3.7% 150%
zstd 107,194 5,208 0 5,155 0 -1.0% 0% 5,227 0 0.4% 0%
libpng 94,561 1,888 0 1,864 0 -1.3% 0% 1,896 0 0.4% 0%
infotocap 83,054 1,805 54.1 1,650 60.8 -8.6% 9.4% 2,033 66.2 12.6% 22.4%
podofopdfinfo 62,000 1,552 11.7 1,563 12.8 0.7% 9.4% 1,639 25.6 5.6% 118.8%

total 6,803,677 89,905 387.6 88,156 385.9 -1.9% -0.4% 94,950 606.2 5.6% 56.4%

Fig. 3. A Venn diagram for the unique bugs found by each tool.

We additionally checked how the original MOPT and origi-
nal AFL performed in our evaluation setting. Experimentally,
we observed that MOPT showed better performance than
AFL; on benchmark programs used in MOPT [28], MOPT
covered 2% more branches than AFL while AFL++MOPT

covered 1.9% less branches than AFL++. With the same
evaluation setting, the original AFL with our seed-adaptive
approach succeeded in reaching 11.4% more branches than
AFL. Although AFL++MOPT showed less performance than
MOPT, we chose AFL++ and AFL++MOPT as our baselines
for comparison with our tool SEAMFUZZ. It is because the
original AFL and MOPT have not been updated for a long
time and AFL++ is an arguably advanced version of AFL
with diverse state-of-the-art features [2], [43], [4]. Moreover,
AFL++ is actively used in the recent fuzzing papers instead
of AFL, nowadays [29], [22], [18].

C. Bug-Finding Ability

Figure 3 shows that our seed-adaptive approach has con-
siderable potential for finding diverse bugs. In summary,
SEAMFUZZ could find the largest number of unique bugs (i.e.,
99 bugs), including 27 bugs which were not detected by other

TABLE III
FUZZ TARGET PROGRAMS PROVIDED BY MAGMA [17]

Project Fuzz Target Program
php exif, json, parser, unserialize
libxml2 read memory fuzzer, xmllint
openssl ans1parse, bignum, client, server, x509
sqlite3 sqlite3 fuzz

baseline fuzzers, while AFL++ and AFL++MOPT found 85
and 87 unique bugs on the 14 benchmark programs.

To identify each unique bug, we used the bug reports
produced by FUZZBENCH. More precisely, we identify each
bug as unique one if FUZZBENCH reported different crash
type and state. Note that the number of crash inputs, Crash ,
in Table II is different from the number of found bugs; the
former represents the average number of all generated crash
inputs regardless of the crash type or state for each crash input.
That is, numerous inputs may share a single unique bug on the
target program. For example, on grok, SEAMFUZZ generated
21.3 crash inputs on average, but only two unique heap-buffer-
overflow bugs were discovered by these inputs.

SEAMFUZZ found 99 unique bugs in total, and 27 of
them are not detected by the other fuzzers AFL++ and
AFL++MOPT. SEAMFUZZ detected 9 different types of
unique bugs, including null-dereference and heap-use-after-
free. Moreover, when considering each benchmark program,
SEAMFUZZ was able to detect the largest number of unique
bugs as well as the number of the bugs exclusively found
by each tool. In particular, on the program poppler,
SEAMFUZZ could detect 28 out of 38 bugs in total, and
14 bugs were found exclusively by SEAMFUZZ. In contrast,
AFL++ and AFL++MOPT found 16 and 21 bugs, where 3
and 4 bugs were detected solely by the former and the latter,
respectively.



TABLE IV
MAGMA[17] BUGS FOUND BY EACH FUZZER. THE TABLE ONLY CONTAINS THE FUZZ TARGET PROGRAMS ON WHICH FUZZERS COULD DETECT BUGS.

Project Fuzz Target Program AFL++ AFL++MOPT SEAMFUZZ

php exif PHP004, PHP009, PHP011 PHP004, PHP009, PHP011 PHP004, PHP009, PHP011

libxml2 read memory fuzzer XML001, XML002, XML003, XML001, XML003, XML009, XML001, XML002, XML003,
XML009, XML017 XML017 XML009, XML017

openssl
client SSL002 SSL002 SSL002
server SSL002 SSL002, SSL020 SSL002
x509 SSL009 SSL009 SSL009

sqlite3 sqlite3 fuzz SQL002, SQL014, SQL015, SQL002, SQL014, SQL015, SQL002, SQL014, SQL015,
SQL018, SQL020 SQL018, SQL020 SQL018, SQL020

MAGMA-labeled bugs. We additionally evaluated the
bug-finding ability of each tool on MAGMA [17], which
provides a ground truth of bugs for fuzzing techniques. Since
MAGMA provides multiple fuzz target programs (e.g., 2 pro-
grams - “read memory fuzzer” and “xmllint” - in libxml2),
we evaluated our experiments on each of these programs.
Table III shows the fuzz target programs from MAGMA
which we used for the evaluation.

To evaluate bug-injected MAGMA benchmark programs on
FUZZBENCH, we inserted assertion statements which specify
the bug conditions in MAGMA. By doing so, FUZZBENCH
could catch the bugs when the corresponding buggy conditions
were satisfied. For example, if MAGMA injects a statement
“MAGMA LOG(‘bug’, a == b)”, we insert “assert(a != b)”
into the source code; when the buggy condition “a == b”
occurs, FUZZBENCH reports the assertion failure as a bug.

Table IV shows the unique MAGMA bugs detected by each
fuzzer. More precisely, we conducted experiments for 24 hours
with 20 trials on each fuzz target program in Table III, and
reported the bugs if the fuzzer detected them at least once
during all trials. For example, on libxml2, we evaluated all
fuzzers on 2 programs in Table III, but the injected MAGMA
bugs were detected only when testing “read memory fuzzer”
as shown in Table IV; on “xmllint”, none of the bugs were
detected. In summary, all fuzzers could detect the same 14
MAGMA bugs, and SEAMFUZZ and AFL++ detected one
more bug “XML002” in libxml2 while AFL++MOPT could
solely detect “SSL020” in openssl.

D. Efficacy of Seed Clustering

Table V shows how the performance changes depending on
the granularity of seed group. In summary, without our seed
clustering algorithm, the performance of the seed-adaptive
approach in both path-finding and bug-detection ability sig-
nificantly decreases.

To investigate the efficacy of seed clustering, we imple-
mented NOCLUSTER and EACHCLUSTER which maintain
different number of seed groups. More precisely, NOCLUSTER
maintains only a single seed group and clusters all selected
seed inputs into this group, which simulates the program-
adaptive approach. EACHCLUSTER assigns a seed group per
a seed input, which individually applies a different mutation
strategy tailored for each seed input. Intuitively, the granularity
of seed cluster is determined by the threshold (γ) for seed

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT GRANULARITY OF SEED CLUSTERING.

NOCLUSTER: SEAMFUZZ WITHOUT SEED CLUSTERING.
EACHCLUSTER: SEAMFUZZ WITH ONE SEED CLUSTER PER ONE SEED.

Program NOCLUSTER EACHCLUSTER SEAMFUZZ
Cov Crash Cov Crash Cov Crash

objdump 4,567 58.5 5,577 131.0 5,759 146.8
php-parser 16,057 1.3 16,956 0.3 17,072 2.0
arrow 2,290 84 2,398 87.6 2,467 101.7
openssl 5,837 0 5,820 0 5,843 0
libxml2 7,718 146.1 7,599 121.4 7,888 176.5
sqlite3 11,705 0 11,665 0 12,259 0
proj4 2,274 25.1 2,340 22.4 2,658 37.4
grok 5,324 20.3 5,229 0 5,360 21.3
poppler 19,333 21.3 17,879 16.2 19,588 28.2
libarchive 4,788 0.3 4,768 0.3 5,262 0.5
zstd 5,127 0 5,120 0 5,227 0
libpng 1,881 0 1,831 0 1,896 0
infotocap 1,806 24.6 2,016 65.5 2,033 66.2
podofopdfinfo 1,557 4.9 1,568 7 1,639 25.6
total 90,264 386.4 90,766 451.7 94,951 606.2

cluster decision in Section III-B; for example, EACHCLUSTER
is exactly the same as SEAMFUZZ of which γ is 1.0. On
all 14 programs, NOCLUSTER and EACHCLUSTER covered
4.9% and 4.4% less branches compared to SEAMFUZZ. The
performance decrease in crash input generation is more severe;
NOCLUSTER and EACHCLUSTER achieved 36.3% and 25.5%
less crash inputs, respectively.

Interestingly, NOCLUSTER generally showed similar perfor-
mance to AFL++ which randomly selects mutation methods.
Since NOCLUSTER simulates the program-adaptive approach
by maintaining only one probability distribution for selecting
mutation methods, it could not fully gain the benefits of
our learning algorithm specialized to seed-adaptive approach.
In contrast, EACHCLUSTER outperformed AFL++ in both
branch coverage and crash input generation as it was able
to utilize the learned probability distributions for some seed
inputs. Since the seed corpus is constantly updated with
newly created test cases, and the seed input must have been
selected at least once in order to apply the learned proba-
bilities, it is hard to apply the learned probabilities to the
seed input for EACHCLUSTER. Moreover, in the same sense,
EACHCLUSTER can hardly update the probability distribution
with new learning data. As a result, EACHCLUSTER still
showed lower performance than SEAMFUZZ which could
apply and learn the probabilities more frequently.

We investigated the influence of the syntactic and semantic
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison with the different values of α, an importance factor of semantic similarity, on the largest top-5 programs

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT CRITERION FOR DATA CLASSIFICATION.

ALL EXPERIMENTS ARE PERFORMED 20 TIMES IN 24 HOURS.
NAIVESEAMFUZZ: SEAMFUZZ WITHOUT OUR CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA.

Program NAIVESEAMFUZZ SEAMFUZZ
Cov Crash Cov Crash RCov RCrash

objdump 4,719 82.9 5,759 146.8 22.0% 77.1%
php-parser 16,955 0.6 17,072 2.0 0.7% 233.3%
arrow 2,376 97.6 2,467 101.7 3.8% 4.2%
openssl 5,830 0 5,843 0 0.2% 0%
libxml2 7,565 116.7 7,888 176.5 4.3% 51.2%
sqlite3 11,501 0 12,259 0 6.6% 0%
proj4 2,313 17.4 2,658 37.4 14.9% 114.9%
grok 4,153 0 5,360 21.3 29.1% NaN
poppler 18,929 11.9 19,588 28.2 3.5% 137.0%
total 74,341 327.1 78,894 513.9 6.1% 57.1%

similarities on the performance of SEAMFUZZ. To do so, we
set the value of α, an importance factor of semantic similarity,
in four different values, and selected the top-5 largest programs
for evaluation. Intuitively, SEAMFUZZ only considers the
syntactic similarities when the value of α is 0.0; in contrast,
it only uses the semantic similarities for seed clustering if α
is equal to 1.0. As shown in Figure 4, SEAMFUZZ of which
the value of α is denoted with a star outperforms the other
settings. It achieved the highest median and average values as
well as the narrow range of interquartile; that is, considering
both syntactic and semantic similarities in proper proportions
is critical for the performance of SEAMFUZZ.

We also examined how many unique seed inputs are clus-
tered into each seed group as well as the number of maintained
groups. In summary, the average number of maintained seed
groups and the total seed inputs selected for seed mutation on
14 programs is 398 and 1,663, respectively.

E. Effectiveness of Learning Algorithm

We evaluated how our classification criteria for success
and failure cases in Thompson sampling algorithm affects
the overall performance of SEAMFUZZ on the largest top
9 programs. More precisely, we compared SEAMFUZZ to
NAIVESEAMFUZZ which does not utilize our criteria but
identifies the success and failure based only on the interesting
test-cases in Section III-C. In summary, our customized criteria
for Thompson sampling improves both the path-discovering
and crash-generation abilities; it helps to cover 6.1% more
branches and generate 57.1% more crash inputs compared to

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE DEPENDING ON THE DIFFERENT INCREASING VALUE FOR
REWARDS. ALL EXPERIMENTS ARE PERFORMED 20 TIMES IN 24 HOURS.

REWARDN : REWARD WITH INCREASING REWARDS BY ”N”.

Program REWARD0 REWARD1 REWARD5 REWARD10 REWARD20

objdump 5,118 5,712 5,773 5,759 5,418
php-parser 16,998 16,977 17,059 17,072 16,967
arrow 2,441 2,303 2,399 2,467 2,374
openssl 5,831 5,824 5,828 5,843 5,834
libxml2 7,481 7,648 7,773 7,888 7,649
sqlite3 11,529 11,606 11,878 12,259 11,500
proj4 2,279 2,544 2,521 2,765 2,226
grok 5,282 5,301 5,283 5,360 4,578
poppler 17,861 19,292 19,422 19,588 18,965
total 74,820 77,207 77,936 78,894 74,611

the naive classification. Interestingly, the general performance
of NAIVESEAMFUZZ is similar to that of AFL++ in Table II.
It is because the learned probability of NAIVESEAMFUZZ
generally follows the uniform distribution due to the enormous
number of failure cases as discussed in Section III-C.

We investigated how the increasing value of the success
reward affects the performance of our approach. To observe
the effect of dynamic changes in reward on performance, we
evaluated SEAMFUZZ with five different settings; REWARDN

increases the rewards by “N”. As shown in Table VII, dy-
namically updating rewards with proper values can signifi-
cantly improve the performance of our approach. For example,
REWARD0 that does not dynamically update the rewards
shows similar performance with AFL++ while REWARD10

which is the default SEAMFUZZ performs the best on the 9
programs. Interestingly, updating with large values degrades
the performance as shown by REWARD20. We additionally
checked that the cost for learning process, including seed
cluster, depends on target programs. For example, the learning
process takes 9.4% of total time testing objdump on average.

F. Threats to Validity

(1) We implemented our approach on top of AFL++ and
evaluated it for AFL++ and AFL++MOPT. We chose them as
AFL++ is actively maintained and updated with diverse state-
of-the-art techniques. The results reported in this paper may
not be valid for other base fuzzer, such as LIBFUZZER [37]. (2)
Our approach involves some hyper-parameters, e.g., α, which
were selected with trial and error. These values, however,
may not be the best ones as we could not evaluate all



possible combinations for hyper-parameters. (3) We evaluated
our approach on 14 large programs collected from various
sources [30], [17], [28] with 20 trials in 24 hours. However,
these programs might not be representative enough.

V. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we discuss prior works related to our work.
1) Mutation-based greybox fuzzing: Mutation-based

greybox fuzzing has been extensively studied in recent years,
e.g., [5], [9], [31], [37], [40]. AFL [49], for example, is
perhaps the most widely-used mutation-based fuzzing tool due
to its ease of use and impressive performance. Based on AFL,
many descendants [3], [12], [13], [48] have been emerged
with diverse techniques to boost its performance. Along with
the descendants of AFL, and other mutation-based fuzzing
techniques, we can classify them into two categories based on
what they focus on: seed mutation and seed selection.

First, numerous researches have been conducted focusing on
the seed mutation strategy to achieve better performance [6],
[10], [23], [28], [45], [46]. FAIRFUZZ [23], for example,
guides the seed mutation strategy to mutate the desired lo-
cations of the seed inputs by masking the locations not to
mutate. By employing a particle swarm optimization algo-
rithm, MOPT [28], learns the optimal probability distribu-
tion of choosing mutation operators for a target program.
CMFUZZ [46] improves the mutation strategy by resolving the
randomness of choosing mutation operators by considering the
input file formats. These existing techniques learn the optimal
mutation strategies with regard to only the target program.
Our focus, however, is on learning effective mutation strategies
optimized for each seed group.

Second, as seed selection strategy is also known as a critical
component or mutation-based fuzzing technique, several re-
searches have focused on how to select a promising seed input
to fuzz next [4], [19], [21], [26], [32], [34], [44], [29]. By using
a Markov chain, AFLFAST [4] prioritizes the seed inputs with
low frequency paths to guide the fuzzer explore the rarely cov-
ered paths more. With introducing a concept of input potential,
CEREBRO [26] measures the complexity of uncovered code
locations, and guides fuzzer to select the seed inputs which
are likely to penetrate such location. VUZZER [34] prioritizes
the inputs with hard-to-reach paths by modeling execution
paths with control-flow features. AFL-HIER [44], with multi-
leveled coverage metric, improves the seed selection strategy
by allocating energy on the clusters of seed inputs which are
likely to cover new program paths. Although ours is orthogonal
to these techniques, we expect that combining ours with them
would increase the overall performance.

Several researches have focused on improving the bug
finding ability of mutation-based fuzzing technique [7], [8],
[11], [16], [25], [27], [31]. UAFL [42], for instance, models
use-after-free vulnerability as typestate properties and uses
static analysis for discovering the vulnerabilities. With static
analysis on the target program and target sites, HAWKEYE [8]
collects information which is later used for seed selection
and seed mutation. Our proposal of seed-adaptive mutation

strategy is largely orthogonal to these works. Also, UAFL
and HAWKEYE leverage source code to run static analysis,
which is sometimes unavailable in particular for commercial,
off-the-shelf (COTS) software.

2) Machine learning based fuzzing: Recently, machine
learning technique has emerged as a trending technology that
brings a new paradigm to many fields and improves the overall
performance of other technologies. Along with this trend,
many fuzzing techniques have been proposed to boost the
performance of fuzzing with the help of machine learning [5],
[15], [24], [33], [38], [39], [44]. MTFUZZ [38], for example,
uses a multi-task neural network to learn a compact embedding
of the input space for effective seed mutation guidance.
SPEED-NEUZZ [24] leverages neural networks to model the
branch behaviours of the testing program for locating the
critical bytes in the seed input.

Using the reinforcement learning algorithm, several re-
searches on fuzzing techniques have modeled the problem as
Multi-Armed Bandit problem [36], [20]. BANDITFUZZ [36]
firstly presented a reinforcement learning algorithm for fuzzing
SMT solver, which leverages the Thompson sampling algo-
rithm. Siddharth Karamcheti et al. [20] leverages the Thomp-
son sampling algorithm to fine-tune the mutator distribution
adaptively to an individual program. Our work broadly lies in
this line of research; to our knowledge, our work is the first
to use a learning algorithm for selecting effective mutation
methods optimized for each seed group.

VI. CONCLUSION

Recently, program-adaptive mutation strategies for greybox
fuzzers have successfully advanced existing program-agnostic
fuzzers. In this paper, we took one step further in this direc-
tion, calling for attention to the transition from the program-
adaptive to seed-adaptive approaches. Our key idea is to cluster
the seed inputs into seed groups based on syntactic and seman-
tic similarity and learn mutation strategies optimized for each
seed group online using a variant of Thompson sampling. We
demonstrated that our seed-adaptive approach greatly enhances
the state-of-the-art program-adaptive technique in terms of
coverage and bug-finding.
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